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Abstract — It has long been known that meaning depends on context. The meaning of an image depends on the context in which it is viewed. In this paper, we present the results of our work that seeks to negotiate the gap between low-level features and high-level concepts in the domain of web document retrieval. These results are context-sensitive, in that they take the context of web document components into account. This work concerns a technique, latent semantic indexing (LSI), which has been used for textual information retrieval for many years. In this environment, LSI determines clusters of co-occurring keywords, sometimes, called concepts, so that a query which uses a particular keyword can then retrieve documents perhaps not containing this keyword, but containing other keywords from the same cluster. In this paper, we examine the use of this technique for content-based web document retrieval, using both keywords and image features to represent the documents. Two different approaches to image feature representation, namely, color histograms and color anglograms, are adopted and evaluated. Experimental results show that LSI, together with both textual and visual features, is able to extract the underlying semantic structure of web documents, thus helping to improve the retrieval performance significantly.
1. Introduction

Information is increasingly becoming ubiquitous and all pervasive, with the world-wide web as its primary repository. With the popularity of multimedia technology, contents of the world-wide web have been a lot more versatile than a few years ago. However, although more information is available on the web, the efficient and effective retrieval and management of these web documents are still very challenging research issues. When navigating in such a vast collection of linked multimedia documents, users can easily get lost in its depths. Some users know what they are looking for and try to satisfy their needs by following appropriate links. These users may or may not find something of interest, but may easily miss other, more relevant documents far from their current browsing paths. Other users who know what they want can express their needs to a software mediator called a search engine, which, ostensibly, helps them find the appropriate documents. Still other users may not be able to articulate exactly what they want, but will know that a document satisfies their needs when they see it; they then would like to examine other similar documents.

Search engines are still in their infancy. Although the exact nature of many of the algorithms they use for finding appropriate pages is proprietary [PAD98] there is some research that suggests that the algorithms they use are not very accurate [Haw99]. Existing search engines and their users are typically at cross-purposes. While these systems normally retrieve documents based on low-level features, users usually have a more abstract notion of what will satisfy them when conducting a query for certain information. For instance, most search engines use low-level syntactic properties to characterize the semantics of web documents. These properties usually reduce to various sophisticated variations of simple keyword counts. There are research prototypes that take link information into account [SKS98], but they still do not overcome the so-called semantic gap [GuR95]. This is a term that has been applied to content-based image retrieval, but which certainly has relevance to web searching. It corresponds to the mismatch between users’ requests and the way automated search engines try to satisfy these requests. Sometimes, the user has in mind a concept so abstract that he himself doesn’t know what he wants exactly until he sees it. At that point, he may want documents similar to what he has just seen or can envision. Again, however, the notion of similarity is typically based on high-level abstractions, such as activities or events described in the document, or some evoked emotions, among others. Standard definitions of similarity using low-level features generally will not produce quality results.

In reality, the correspondence between user-based semantic concepts and system-based low-level features is always many-to-many. A certain word can be interpreted in different ways within different contexts; while the same concept is usually associated with a set of different terms, and people may have different preferences about which one to use. Generally speaking, these problems exist no matter what features are used in the system. Making the scenario even more complicated, it is very likely that a web document does not present a fixed semantics, but multiple semantics that vary over time. It is not only that different users may have different opinions about the similarity between web documents, but also, the same user may have different ideas under different circumstances. Even though user-based similarity is a very subjective issue based on high-level concepts, so far all existing management systems or search engines can only rely on some statistical measures based on low-level features.

In this paper, we attempt to find a solution to negotiating this semantic gap in web document retrieval. We will present the results of our study that seeks to transform low-level features to a higher level of meaning. This work concerns a technique, latent semantic indexing (LSI) [DDF90], which has been used for textual information retrieval for many years. In this environment, LSI is used to determine clusters of co-occurring keywords, sometimes, called
concepts, so that a query which uses a particular keyword can then retrieve documents perhaps not containing this keyword, but containing other keywords from the same concept cluster. This approach illustrates the notion that individual images can have multiple semantics, which are further constrained by appearing in particular contexts. We will examine the use of this technique for content-based web document retrieval, with both keywords and image features to represent document contents. Two different approaches to image feature representation, namely, color histograms and color angulargrams, are adopted and evaluated. Experimental results show that LSI, together with both textual and visual features, is able to extract the underlying semantic structure of web documents, thus helping to improve the retrieval performance significantly.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the notion of context in determining the meaning of an image. Section 3 introduces the theoretical background of latent semantic indexing, and also outlines its usage in both textual information retrieval and image retrieval. Section 4 describes how to use LSI to conduct semantic-based retrieval of web documents. In Section 5, we present an improved approach that integrates LSI with both keywords and image features in the documents. Conclusions are drawn in Section 6, along with some proposed future work.

2. Images in Context

It has long been known that meaning depends on context. The meaning of an image depends on the context in which it is viewed. As Susan Sontag says in [Son01],

“Because each photograph is only a fragment, its moral and emotional weight depends on where it is inserted. A photograph changes according to the context in which it is seen…”

“As Wittgenstein argued for words, that the meaning is the use…”

“Smith’s Minamata photographs will seem different on a contact sheet, in a gallery, in a political demonstration, in a police file, in a photographic magazine, in a general news magazine, in a book, on a living-room wall.”

“A caption is the missing voice, and it is expected to speak truth. But even an entirely accurate caption is only one interpretation, necessarily a limited one, of the photograph to which it is attached.”

Consider the following image,

As John Berger says in [Ber95],

“This is a landscape of a cornfield with birds flying out of it. Look at it for a moment. Then turn the page.”
And on the next page is the sentence,

“This is the last picture that van Gogh painted before he killed himself.”

“The meaning of an image is changed according to what one sees immediately beside it or what comes immediately after it.”

A particularly interesting quote from [Ber95] is,

“Adults and children sometimes have boards in their bedrooms or living-rooms on which they pin pieces of paper: letters, snapshots, reproductions of paintings, newspaper cuttings, original drawings, postcards. On each board all the images belong to the same language and all are more or less equal within it, because they have been chosen in a highly personal way to match and express the experience of the room’s inhabitant.”

If one interprets Peter Berger’s board, above, as a cluster of images, we have a quite interesting development. Instead of using the entire image collection to extract semantics, we can use individual clusters, where each cluster is tuned by a different individual according to his own tastes. Thus, in the spirit of the above quotes, we may extract the semantics of each image according to its context.

3. Latent Semantic Indexing in Content-Based Retrieval

Latent semantic indexing (LSI) was introduced to overcome a fundamental problem that plagues existing textual retrieval techniques. The problem is that users want to retrieve documents on the basis of conceptual content, while individual keywords provide unreliable evidence about the conceptual meaning of a document. There are usually many ways to express a given concept. Therefore, the literal terms used in a user query may not match those of a relevant document. In addition, most words have multiple meanings and are used in different contexts. Hence, the terms in a user query may literally match the terms in documents that are not of any interest to the user at all.

In information retrieval these two problems are addressed as synonymy and polysemy. The concept synonymy is used to describe the fact that there are many ways to refer to the same object. Users in different contexts, or with different needs, knowledge, or linguistic habits will describe the same concept using different terms. The prevalence of synonyms tends to decrease the recall performance of the retrieval. By polysemy we refer to the fact that most words have more than one distinct meaning. In different contexts or when used by different people, the same term takes on a varying referential significance. Thus, the use of a term in a query may not necessarily mean that a document containing the same term is relevant at all. Polysemy is one factor underlying poor precision performance of the retrieval [DDF90].

Latent semantic indexing tries to overcome the deficiencies of term-matching retrieval. It is assumed that there exists some underlying latent semantic structure in the data that is partially obscured by the randomness of word choice. Statistical techniques are used to estimate this latent semantic structure, and to get rid of the obscuring noise.

The LSI technique makes use of the singular value decomposition (SVD). We take a large matrix of term-document association and construct a semantic space wherein terms and documents that are closely associated are placed near to each other. The singular value decomposition allows the arrangement of the space to reflect the major associative patterns in the data, and ignore the smaller, less important influences. As a result, terms that did not actually
appear in a document may still end up close to the document, if that is consistent with the major patterns of association in the data. Position in the transformed space then serves as a new kind of semantic indexing. Retrieval proceeds by using the terms in a query to identify a point in the semantic space, and documents in its neighborhood are returned as relevant results to the query.

Latent semantic indexing is based on the fact that the term-document association can be formulated by using the vector space model, in which each document is represented as a vector, where each vector component reflects the importance of a particular term in representing the semantics of that document. The vectors for all the documents in a database are stored as the columns of a single matrix. Latent semantic indexing is a variant of the vector space model in which a low-rank approximation to the vector space representation of the database is employed. That is, we replace the original matrix by another matrix that is as close as possible to the original matrix but whose column space is only a subspace of the column space of the original matrix. Reducing the rank of the matrix is a means of removing extraneous information or noise from the database it represents. According to [BDJ99], latent semantic indexing has achieved average or above average performance in several experiments with the TREC collections.

3.1 The Vector Space Model
In the vector space model, a vector is used to represent each item or document in a collection. Each component of the vector reflects a particular keyword associated with the given document. The value assigned to that component reflects the importance of the term in representing the semantics of the document.

A database containing a total of $d$ documents described by $t$ terms is represented as a $t \times d$ term-by-document matrix $A$. The $d$ vectors representing the $d$ documents form the columns of the matrix. Thus, the matrix element $a_{ij}$ is the weighted frequency at which term $i$ occurs in document $j$. The columns of $A$ are called the document vectors, and the rows of $A$ are the term vectors. The semantic content of the database is contained in the column space of $A$, meaning that the document vectors span that content. We can exploit geometric relationships between document vectors to model similarity and differences in content. Meanwhile, we can also compare term vectors geometrically in order to identify similarity and differences in term usage.

A variety of schemes are available for weighting the matrix elements. The element $a_{ij}$ of the term-by-document matrix $A$ is often assigned such values as $a_{ij} = l_{ij}g_i$. The factor $g_i$ is called the global weight, reflecting the overall value of term $i$ as an indexing term for the entire collection. Global weighting schemes range from simple normalization to advanced statistics-based approaches [Dum91]. The factor $l_{ij}$ is a local weight that reflects the importance of term $i$ within document $j$ itself. Local weights range in complexity from simple binary values to functions involving logarithms of term frequencies. The latter functions have a smoothing effect in that high-frequency terms having limited discriminatory value are assigned low weights.

3.2 Singular Value Decomposition
The singular value decomposition (SVD) is a dimension reduction technique which gives us reduced-rank approximations to both the column space and row space of the vector space model. The SVD also allows us to find a rank-$k$ approximation to a matrix $A$ with minimal change to that matrix for a given value of $k$ [BDJ99]. The decomposition is defined as follows,

$$A = U \cdot V^T$$
where $U$ is the $t \times t$ orthogonal matrix having the left singular vectors of $A$ as its columns, $V$ is the $d \times d$ orthogonal matrix having the right singular vectors of $A$ as its columns, and $\Sigma$ is the $t \times d$ diagonal matrix having the singular values $\sigma_1, \sigma_2, \ldots, \sigma_r$ of the matrix $A$ in order along its diagonal, where $r = \min(t, d)$. This decomposition exists for any given matrix $A$ [GoL96].

The rank $r_A$ of the matrix $A$ is equal to the number of nonzero singular values. It follows directly from the orthogonal invariance of the Frobenius norm that $\|A\|_F$ is defined in terms of those values,

$$\|A\|_F = \|U\|_F \|V^T\|_F = \|V^T\|_F \|\Sigma\|_F = \sqrt{\sum_{j=1}^{r_A} \sigma_j^2} \ldots \sum_{j=1}^{r_A} \sigma_j^2$$

The first $r_A$ columns of matrix $U$ are a basis for the column space of matrix $A$, while the first $r_A$ rows of matrix $V^T$ are a basis for the row space of matrix $A$. To create a rank-$k$ approximation $A_k$ to the matrix $A$, where $k \leq r_A$, we can set all but the $k$ largest singular values of $A$ to be zero. A classic theorem about the singular value decomposition by Eckart and Young [EcY36] states that the distance between the original matrix $A$ and its rank-$k$ approximation is minimized by the approximation $A_k$. The theorem further shows how the norm of that distance is related to singular values of matrix $A$. It is described as

$$\|A - A_k\|_F = \min_{\|X\|_F = k} \|A - X\|_F \sqrt{\sum_{j=1}^{r_A} \sigma_j^2} \ldots \sum_{j=1}^{r_A} \sigma_j^2}$$

Here $A_k = U_k \Sigma_k V_k^T$, where $U_k$ is the $t \times k$ matrix whose columns are the first $k$ columns of matrix $U$, $V_k$ is the $d \times k$ matrix whose columns are the first $k$ columns of matrix $V$, and $\Sigma_k$ is the $k \times k$ diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the $k$ largest singular values of matrix $A$. Using the SVD to find the approximation $A_k$ guarantees that the approximation is the best that can be achieved for any given choice of $k$.

### 3.3 Similarity Measure

In the vector space model, a user queries the database to find relevant documents, using the vector space representation of those documents. The query is also a set of terms, with or without weights, represented by using a vector just like the documents. The matching process is to find the documents most similar to the query in the use and weighting of terms. In the vector space model, the documents selected are those geometrically closest to the query in the transformed semantic space.

One common measure of similarity is the cosine of the angle between the query and document vectors. If the term-by-document matrix $A$ has columns $a_j, j = 1, 2, \ldots, d$, those $d$ cosines are computed according to the following formula

$$\cos \theta_j = \frac{a_j^T q}{\|a_j\|_2 \|q\|_2} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{d} a_{ij} q_i}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{d} a_{ij}^2} \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{d} q_i^2}}$$

for $j = 1, 2, \ldots, d$, where the Euclidean vector norm $\|x\|_2$ is defined by

$$\|x\|_2 = \sqrt{x^T x} = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{d} x_i^2}$$

for any $t$-dimensional vector $x$. 

[3.2]"
The latent semantic indexing technique has been successfully applied to textual information retrieval, in which it shows distinctive power of finding the latent correlation between terms and documents [BDJ99, BDO95, and DDF90]. This inspired us to apply LSI to content-based image retrieval. In a previous study [ZhG00, ZhG02], we made use of the power of LSI to reveal the underlying semantic nature of image contents, and thus to find the correlation between image features and the semantics of the image or its objects. We explored this approach further by correlating low-level feature groups and high-level semantic clusters. Experimental results show that integrating LSI with content-based techniques helps improve the retrieval performance significantly.

Now we attempt to extend the power of LSI to the domain of web document retrieval. Conventional web document retrieval techniques are based on low-level features such as keywords in the contents or links of the documents because it is fairly easy to extract these features automatically and analyze them statistically. However, they are not the real means by which human users understand and retrieve web documents. Higher level concepts or topics, with certain domain knowledge, are the major criteria to conduct any kind of search. How to automate the extraction and analysis of this data is still beyond the state-of-the-art in information retrieval or artificial intelligence, which leaves those low-level features the only means available with which to initiate a search. To find a remedy for this problem, we attempt to use LSI to bridge this semantic gap in web retrieval. Some preliminary experiments have been conducted and the results are very promising. The next section details the effectiveness of using LSI with textual features. In Section 5, we introduce a more effective approach in which LSI is integrated with both textual features and visual elements.

4. Semantic-Based Web Document Retrieval Using Textual Contents

This section presents our approach to discover the co-occurrence between keywords in web documents. Considering the problems of synonymy and polysemy discussed in the previous section, many different keywords could be used to refer to the same concept, while most keywords have more than one distinct meaning and are used in different contexts to represent different semantics. Our motivation is to discover the correlation between keywords and thus construct more meaningful concept clusters. Retrieval will then be conducted based on these high-level concept clusters, rather than those low-level keywords.

To validate our semantic-based retrieval technique, we choose news service sites for our experiments. We are interested in this application domain because of the following reasons. First of all, news headlines are often used as their URL anchors and document titles in most news service sites. The topic or major concepts in a piece of news can usually be represented easily and clearly by a group of keywords in the headline. Secondly, news service sites such as cnn.com, abcnews.com, and msnbc.com often have extensive coverage of the same news topic during a certain period of time. Therefore, documents on these sites can be used to cross-examine the semantic structures of similar documents and corresponding concept clusters discovered by using our retrieval method. Finally, news documents often include some multimedia components, such as images, audio clips, or video clips, which are closely related to the topic of the news story. In the next section, making use of this special characteristic, we are going to present how to discover the correlation between keywords and visual features and to use this correlation to improve retrieval performance of multimedia web documents.

For our experiment, we use a collection of 24 documents on cnn.com. The first 8 documents are about a California high school shooting incident, the next 8 about President Bush’s tax cut plan, and the last 8 are miscellaneous documents about other topics. The headlines of these news stories, i.e., titles of the corresponding web documents, are listed in Figure 1. Keywords, in our
experiment, are the most meaningful words found within those titles. It is usually a noun referring to some roles of an affair, or some objects in an event. For instance, in the news story of “Bush urges Congress to restructure Medicare,” there are three keywords, namely, Bush, Congress, and Medicare.

It is worth noticing that the meaning of a keyword is very much determined by its context. A meaningful keyword in one context may be of no use to the same user when it appears in some other contexts. For example, a user may be interested in looking for all the news stories related to President Bush’s tax cut plan. In this context, the word “Bush” will guide the user to potentially relevant documents. However, the same keyword may be of much less importance to him if it appears in news of other issues involving the President, for example, in “Bush urges Congress to restructure Medicare”. To validate that latent semantic indexing is capable of distinguishing the different semantics of keywords in different contexts, we selected intentionally 8 miscellaneous documents which contain keywords that also appear in the first 16 documents, such as, school, California, Bush, Congress, etc.

In our experiment, first the keywords are extracted from each document title, and each document is then represented by a feature vector whose components are the keywords. Next, a keyword-document matrix, \( A = [V_1, \ldots, V_{24}] \), which is 55 \( \times \) 24, is constructed using these feature vectors. Each row corresponds to one of the keywords and each column is the entire feature vector of the corresponding document.

A singular value decomposition (SVD) is performed on the keyword-document matrix. The result comprises three matrices, \( U \), \( \Sigma \), and \( V \), where \( A = U \Sigma V^T \). The dimensions of \( U \), \( \Sigma \), and \( V \) are 55 \( \times \) 55, 55 \( \times \) 24, and 24 \( \times \) 24, respectively. The rank of matrix \( \Sigma \), and thus the rank of matrix \( A \), is 24. Therefore, the first 24 columns of \( U \) spans the column space of \( A \) and all the 24 rows in \( V^T \) spans the row space of \( A \). \( \Sigma \) is a diagonal matrix of which the diagonal elements are the singular values of \( A \). To reduce the dimensionality of the transformed space, we use a rank-\( k \) approximation, \( A_k \), of the matrix \( A \), where \( k = 16 \) (this optimal value of \( k \) was pragmatically determined). This is defined by \( A_k = U_k \Sigma_k V_k^T \). The dimensions of \( U_k \), \( \Sigma_k \), and \( V_k \) are 55 \( \times \) 16, 16 \( \times \) 16, and 24 \( \times \) 16, respectively.

The query process is to compute the distance between the transformed feature vector of the query document, \( q \), and that of each of the 24 candidate documents in the database, \( d \). The distance is defined as \( dist(q, d) = q^T d / \|q\| \|d\| \), where \( \|q\| \) and \( \|d\| \) are the norms of those vectors.

The measures of recall and precision are used in evaluating the performance of this semantic-based retrieval technique. Consider an information request \( I \) and its set \( R \) of relevant documents. Let \( |R| \) be the number of documents in this set. Assume that a given retrieval method generates a document answer set \( A \) and let \( |A| \) be the number of documents in this set. Also, let \( |R|_a \) be the number of documents in the intersection of the sets \( R \) and \( A \). Then recall is defined as,

\[
Recall = \frac{|R|_a}{|R|}
\]

which is the fraction of the relevant documents that has been retrieved, and precision is defined as

\[
Precision = \frac{|R|_a}{|A|}
\]

which is the fraction of the retrieved documents that are considered as relevant.
With different sizes of the document answer set, \(|A|\), we evaluated our method by using each of the first 16 documents as query documents. In Table 1 we compare the recall and precision of using latent semantic indexing with those without LSI, i.e., using straight keyword matching. Results show that LSI does improve the retrieval performance significantly.

We notice that recall and precision have the following inherent weaknesses. First, the proper estimation of recall requires detailed knowledge of all the documents in the collection. When the collection is considerably large, it will be very difficult or even impossible to have a proper estimate at all. Second, recall and precision are related measures capturing different aspects of the set of retrieved documents. In many situations, improvement of one leads to the deterioration of the other. Therefore, we introduce our own measure in the next section when evaluating the performance of semantic-based retrieval using both keywords and image features.

5. Semantic-Based Web Document Retrieval Using Textual and Visual Contents

In this section we attempt to uncover the semantic correlation between keywords in the document title and image features in the same web document, hoping to use this correlation to improve the retrieval of multimedia web documents. As mentioned in the previous section, we select documents from news service sites for conducting our experiments. News documents often include multimedia components which are closely related to the topic or major concepts of the news story. In particular, we find that many documents on \(cnn.com\) have some images around or near the headline of the news story. For our experiment, we consider one image in each document, which is selected with regard to the position, size, and format of the image.

We use a collection of 20 documents on \(cnn.com\). This collection consists of four semantic categories of five documents each. The categories are the Bush inaugural, the Kursk submarine accident, the Clinton impeachment, and the space-station MIR. Document titles are listed in Figure 2, and their images shown in Figure 3.

In our experiment, 43 keywords are extracted from the title of these documents and a textual feature vector, \(K = [k_1, k_2, k_3, \ldots, k_{43}]^T\), is then constructed. To extract and represent the images, we apply two different approaches. Our first approach is to use global color histograms. Each image is first converted from the \(RGB\) color space to the \(HSV\) color space. For each pixel of the resulting image, hue and saturation are extracted and each quantized into a 10-bin histogram. Then, the two histograms \(h\) and \(s\) are combined into one \(h \oplus s\) histogram with 100 bins, which is the representing image feature vector of each document to which the image belongs. This is a vector of 100 elements, \(F = [f_1, f_2, f_3, \ldots, f_{100}]^T\).

Then, we combine the textual feature vector \(K\) and image feature vector \(F\) into a new feature vector \(V\), so that each document is represented by such a feature vector. Next, a feature-document matrix, \(A = [V_1, \ldots, V_{20}]\), which is \(143 \times 20\), is constructed using these feature vectors. Each row corresponds to one of the feature elements and each column is the entire feature vector of the corresponding document.

A singular value decomposition (SVD) is performed on the feature-document matrix. The result comprises three matrices, \(U\), \(V\), and \(A\), where \(A = U \cdot V^T\). The dimensions of \(U\), \(V\), and \(A\) are \(143 \times 143\), \(143 \times 20\), and \(20 \times 20\), respectively. To reduce the dimensionality of the transformed space, we use a rank-\(k\) approximation, \(A_k\), of the matrix \(A\), where \(k = 12\). This is defined by \(A_k = U_k \cdot \Sigma_k \cdot V_k^T\). The dimension of \(A_k\) is the same as \(A\), 143 by 20. The dimensions of \(U_k\), \(V_k\), and \(\Sigma_k\) are \(143 \times 12\), \(12 \times 12\), and \(20 \times 12\), respectively.
Using each document as a query, in turn, we find the average sum of the positions of all of the five correct answers. Note that in the best case, where the five correct matches occupy the first five positions, this average sum would be 15, whereas in the worst case, where the five correct matches occupy the last five positions, this average sum would be 90. A measure that we use of how good a particular method is defined as,

\[
\text{measure of goodness of} = \frac{18 \text{ average sum}}{5}.
\]  

We note that in the best case, this measure is equal to 1, whereas in the worst case, it is equal to 0 [ZhG02].

The following normalization process will assign equal emphasis to each component of the feature vector. Different components within the vector may be of totally different physical quantities. Therefore, their magnitudes may vary drastically and thus bias the similarity measurement significantly. One component may overshadow the others just because its magnitude is relatively too large. For the feature-document matrix \( A = [V_1, V_2, \ldots, V_{20}] \), we have \( A_{i,j} \) which is the \( i^{th} \) component in vector \( V_j \). Assuming a Gaussian distribution, we can obtain the mean, \( \mu_j \), and standard deviation, \( \sigma_j \), for the \( i^{th} \) component of the feature vector across the whole collection of documents. Then we normalize the original feature document matrix into the range of \([-1, 1]\) as follows,

\[
A_{i, j} = \frac{A_{i,j} - \mu_i}{\sigma_i}.
\]

It can easily be shown that the probability of an entry falling into the range of \([-1, 1]\) is 68%. In practice, we map all the entries into the range of \([-1, 1]\) by forcing the out-of-range values to be either –1 or 1. We then shift the entries into the range of \([0, 1]\) by using the following formula

\[
A_{i, j} = \frac{A_{i,j} + 1}{2}.
\]

After this normalization process, each component of the feature-document matrix is a value between 0 and 1, and thus will not bias the importance of any component in the computation of similarity.

One of the common and effective methods for improving full-text retrieval performance is to apply different weights to different components [Dum91]. We apply these techniques to our experiment. The raw frequency in each component of the feature-document matrix, with or without normalization, can be weighted in a variety of ways. Both global weight and local weight are considered in our approach. A global weight indicates the overall importance of that component in the feature vector across the whole document collection. Therefore, the same global weighting is applied to an entire row of the matrix. A local weight is applied to each element indicating the relative importance of the component within its vector. The value for any component \( A_{i,j} \) is thus \( L(i, j)G(i) \), where \( L(i, j) \) is the local weighting for feature component \( i \) in document \( j \), and \( G(i) \) is the global weighting for that component.

Common local weighting techniques include term frequency, binary, and log of term frequency, whereas common global weighting methods include Normal, GfIdf, Idf, and Entropy. Based on previous research, it has been found that \( \log (1 + \text{term frequency}) \) helps to dampen effects of large differences in frequency and thus has the best performance as a local weight, whereas Entropy is the appropriate method for global weighting [Dum91].
The entropy method is defined by having a component global weight of,

\[
1 ? \frac{p_j \log(p_j)}{\log(\text{number of images})}
\]  
(5.4)

where,

\[
p_j \geq \frac{t_{fij}}{g_{fi}}
\]

is the probability of that component, \(t_{fij}\) is the raw frequency of component \(A_{i,j}\), and \(g_{fi}\) is the global frequency, i.e., the total number of times that component \(i\) occurs in the whole collection.

The global weights give less emphasis to those components that occur frequently or in many images. Theoretically, the entropy method is the most sophisticated weighting scheme, taking the distribution property of feature components over the image collection into account.

We conducted experiments for these four cases:
1. Keywords only, no latent semantic indexing
2. Keywords only, with latent semantic indexing
3. Keywords and image features (global color histogram), no latent semantic indexing
4. Keywords and image features (global color histogram), with latent semantic indexing

The results are presented as shown in Figure 4, where the number in parenthesis is the measure-of-goodness of the particular method. It can be noticed that latent semantic indexing improves the retrieval performance, and is even better when integrated with both textual and visual features, even though just adding visual features without using LSI worsens the retrieval performance. This validates our beliefs that LSI can help discover the correlation between textual features and visual features, and that visual features provide a helping hand when we are retrieving multimedia documents.

Our next approach performs similar experiments utilizing our previously formulated method of color anglograms to represent the spatial color features of images [TaG01, ZhG02]. This is a novel spatial color indexing scheme based on the point feature map obtained by dividing an image evenly into a number of non-overlapping blocks with each individual block abstracted as a unique feature point labeled with its spatial location, dominant/average hue, and dominant/average saturation. Figure 5(a) shows a pyramid image of size 192 \( \times \) 128. By dividing the image into 256 blocks, Figure 5(b) and Figure 5(c) show the image approximation using dominant hue and saturation values to represent each block, respectively. Figure 5(d) presents the corresponding point feature map perceptually. Figure 5(e) is the Delaunay triangulation of the set of feature points labeled with saturation value 5, and Figure 5(f) shows the corresponding anglogram obtained by counting the two largest angles of each triangle.

For our experiments, we first normalize the images to size 192 \( \times \) 128, and then divide each of the images into 64 blocks. We have 10 quantized average hue values and 10 average saturation values. We count the two largest angles of each triangle, and have an anglogram bin of 5?. Our vector representation of an image thus has 720 elements: 36 bins for each of 10 hue values and 36 bins for each of 10 saturation values. In this case, the feature-document matrix is 763 \( \times \) 20. Of each feature vector, the first 720 elements are visual elements, i.e., the color anglogram of each image, and the last 43 elements are textual features corresponding to the keywords. We reduce
the dimensionality of the feature-document matrix to $k = 12$. We follow the same query process as in the previous section. Using the measure of goodness, we show the results in Figure 6.

From these results, one notices that our color anglogram method is better than the global color histogram in capturing image features, which is consistent with our previous results [TaG99, TaG01, ZhG02]. One also notices that LSI improves the retrieval performance further when integrated with this method. Once again our experiments validate that finding the semantics of web documents and integrating textual and visual features are promising approaches to more meaningful retrieval of multimedia web documents.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented an approach to negotiating the gap between low-level features and high-level concepts in web documents. We have examined the use of latent semantic indexing for content-based web retrieval, using both keywords and image features of the documents. Two different approaches to image feature representation, namely, color histograms and color anglograms, are adopted and evaluated. This paper has shown the use of image features in improving text retrieval, whereas our previous papers [ZhG00, ZhG02] have shown the use of textual keywords to improve image retrieval. Using these techniques individually over different clusters of documents, where each cluster can correspond to a particular user’s own categorization, brings out the semantics of each document in its particular context.

First of all, experimental results show that LSI is able to correlate the semantically similar keywords to construct concept clusters, and it is also able to correlate keywords with image features in the web documents. Using LSI to discover the underlying semantic structure of web documents is a promising approach to understanding the documents on a higher level, which better reflects human perception. Secondly, we validated that integrating textual features with visual features, together with LSI, can represent the contents of multimedia web document better than using keywords only. Therefore, it helps improve the retrieval performance significantly. Finally, once again our spatial feature representation technique, the color anglogram, proves to be powerful in capturing and representing image features in an effective and efficient way.
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Table 1. Results of experiment of semantic-based retrieval using keywords.
1. School shooting arraignment postponed
2. Pennysylvania girl arrested in classmate’s shooting
3. Judge delays arraignment in school shooting
4. Investigators: Teen ‘reloaded 4 times’
5. Detroit high school shooting injures 3
6. Teenager suspect faces charges as adult under new law
7. California students arrested after ‘hit list,’ rifle found
8. Friends of suspect won’t be coming back to school Wednesday
9. House set to vote on tax rate reductions
10. Bush to give tax-cut pep talk on eve of vote
11. Bush prepares to campaign once more for tax cuts
12. House plunges ahead with tax-relief bill
13. Bush takes his tax-cut idea to the heartland
14. Bush to plead ‘fiscal sanity’ before Congress
15. Bush prepares budget speech for Congress
16. Bush, Democrats outline budget differences
17. Bush moves to increase federal spending on education
18. Study: Kids rate bullying and teasing as ‘big problem’
19. Coach fired for wielding meat cleaver at school
20. California unveils rail system improvement plan
21. Bush officials weighing help for steel industry
22. Bush talks tough on North Korea
23. Bush urges Congress to restructure Medicare
24. Review: Web help at tax time

Figure 1. Document titles in the experiment of semantic-based retrieval using keywords. (Source: cnn.com)
1. Bush, in first address as president
2. Education, tax cuts top Bush's Washington agenda
3. Campaign promises could prove troublesome for Bush
4. Bush's to-do list: Set tone for next four years
5. George W. Bush: The 43rd President
6. Rescue mission for crippled Russian sub enters second day
7. Russian official says chances not good for rescue of trapped crew aboard sunken nuclear sub
8. Kursk salvage raises questions
9. Russia to start recovering Kursk bodies
10. Russian navy begins attempt to evacuate sailors from sunken sub
11. Clinton acquitted; president apologizes again
12. Clinton apologizes to nation
13. Clinton's evolving apology for the Lewinsky affair
14. Clinton will not address impeachment in State of the Union
15. Clinton says 'presidents are people, too'
16. MIR prepares for risky plunge
17. Mir positioned for fiery descent
18. A Mir risk
19. Mir demise causes international high anxiety
20. New Zealand issues Mir warning

Figure 2. Document titles in the experiment of semantic-based retrieval using both keywords and image features. (Source: cnn.com)
(a) Bush inaugural

(b) Kursk submarine accident

(c) Clinton impeachment

(d) The MIR

Figure 3. Images associated with the web documents in Fig. 2. (Source: cnn.com)
Figure 4. Results of semantic-based retrieval using keywords and image features (global color histogram).
Figure 5(a). A Pyramid Image
Figure 5(b). Hue Component
Figure 5(c). Saturation Component
Figure 5(d). Point Feature Map
Figure 5(e). Delaunay Triangulation of Saturation
Figure 5(f). Anglogram of Saturation
Figure 6. Results of semantic-based retrieval using both keywords and image features (color anglogram).